Display technique using time-dependent scatter diagrams for the study of changing relative timings of three spike trains: evaluation of functional connectivity in a local area of the nervous system.
The relative timings of impulses caused by two neurons can be studied using cross-correlation techniques or the related techniques of the joint peristimulus-time histogram and the time-dependent correlation function. Analysis of the relative timings of several related neurons is important to the study of the dynamics, since we consider functional connectivity to be partially related to the dynamics. Functional connectivity changes of short duration reflect physiological functions rather than changes of synaptic connections. The relative timings of impulses are considered to reflect functional connectivity. Using the joint impulse configuration scatter diagram (JICSD) proposed by Perkel, a time-dependent scatter diagram (TDSD) is calculated to analyze the change of functional connectivity. The JICSD displays the long-time average of relative timings of impulses or the functional connectivity of three interconnected neurons. We generated JICSDs for short durations and we subsequently generated TDSDs by arranging JICSDs in chronological order. The change of a "snowflake pattern" of each JICSD was interpreted in terms of change of the functional connectivity. We propose a method for analyzing the changing functional connectivity among three neurons.